Procedure for rotating in relation with liver, heart and lung offers from Estonia

In connection with liver offers from Estonia the Scandiatransplant liver-rotation list is effectuated from December 1st, 2013.
In connection with heart and lung offers from Estonia the Scandiatransplant heart and lung rotation lists are effectuated from December 1st, 2014.

---

**Organ not accepted by no.1 on the related rotation list.**

The center, which does not accept the offer, informs by phone the next center on the rotation list.

The next center concludes if they can use the offered organ.

**Does not accept the offer**

The center, which does not accept the offer, informs this by phone to the next center on the rotation list.

The next center concludes if they can use the offered organ.

Accept of organ

---

**Organ accepted by no.1 on the related rotation list.**

The accepting center informs by phone the next center on the rotation list that the organ has been accepted.

The informed center contacts the next center on the list. This phone chain proceeds until all centers on the specific rotation list have been informed.

For each accepted organ the accepting center is responsible for rotating the list and the only center to contact Estonia.

Accept of organ

---

All centers evaluates if they have a suitable recipient for the offered organ.

---

***** If the offer is not accepted by any of the Scandiatransplant centers, the last center on the rotation list must inform Estonia.